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Summer is 
safari time!

The COVID-19 lockdowns of 2020 may just have a silver lining:  
They’ve ushered in a clutch of revamped lodges to South Africa’s safari sector.  
Richard Holmes recommends three wild destinations to add to your travels …
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he zebras are snorting with apprehension. A hoof stamps the ground, raising a plume of 
red iron-rich dust, while the more skittish members of the herd turn tail and trot away 
from the waterhole. One remains, staring me down, wondering whether I pose a threat. 

That this whole interaction happens at eye-level is all the more remarkable. Man and beast,  
eye to eye, sizing each other up. In the end, the stallion decides his thirst is worth the risk,  
and settles in to drink. 

It’s memorable sightings such as these that prompted the building of the remarkable Waterhole 
Hide at Mhondoro Safari Lodge & Villa in the Welgevonden Game Reserve. Linked to the lodge 
by a 65-metre tunnel, this sunken viewing hide looks out across the lodge’s floodlit waterhole, 
offering close-up encounters with everything from zebra to cheetah to endangered rhinoceros. 

But this unique hide is certainly not the only reason to book a stay at Mhondoro. 

The owners of the lodge put the coronavirus-induced lockdowns to good use, overhauling 
the décor and adding private plunge pools to a number of suites. A new array of photovoltaic 
panels has also upped the sustainability street-cred of the lodge, which is now entirely solar-
powered. 

The end-result? A five-star safari destination with a fresh new look and feel; a contemporary 
approach to the décor that’s a welcome diversion from the established safari aesthetic of dark 
wood furniture and colonial trimmings. Rather, here you’ll find organic textures, a lighter colour 
palette and designer touches. The on-site gym and spa offer further appeal, while the adjoining 
private villa is ideal for small groups seeking privacy, exclusivity and an extra dollop of opulence.

But the lodge and villa, lovely as they are, are also just a means to an end: Exploring this 
remarkable corner of southern African wilderness. 

While the Kruger National Park gets most of the limelight when it comes to Big Five safaris 
in South Africa, the Waterberg region is increasingly becoming a sought-after destination for 
savvy travellers. 

For starters, it’s malaria-free, which means no bathing in insect repellent or popping 
prophylactics. It’s also less than three hours drive from OR Tambo International Airport so,  

with a lunchtime arrival into Johannesburg, you’ll be at your lodge in time for the afternoon 
game drive and sundowners in the bush. Hard to argue with that. 

But perhaps more importantly, this remarkable ecosystem is part of the broader Waterberg 
Biosphere Reserve. In 2001 it was designated as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, hailed 
for its rich biodiversity with more than 5,500 species of plants identified in this mountainous 
savannah region. With such a diverse array of vegetation, the region also offers safe haven 
to dozens of threatened or scarce species of plants, mammals and birds, including the 
white-backed night-heron, Cape vulture, aardvark and brown hyena. It also protects healthy 
populations of rhinoceros, which have come under immense pressure from poaching over the 
past decade. 

You’ll learn about these challenges and opportunities on the twice-daily game drives that 
roam far and wide to explore the diverse ecosystem of the Welgevonden Reserve. In the 
steep valleys woodland of waterberry trees and aptly named candelabra euphorbia provide 
a rich ecosystem for antelope and birdlife. Here the shrill call of the woodland kingfisher 
rings out, while the colourful African flycatcher darts between the boughs. Out on the grassy 
plains vast herds of zebra, eland and elephant graze contentedly, as the sun dips behind the 
ancient mountains of the Waterberg massif. 

To the west of this striking mountain range lies another reserve worth a visit. 

Marataba is a 21,000-hectare stretch of Waterberg wilderness that is privately owned, but 
managed as a seamless extension of the Marakele National Park. It’s an innovative public-
private partnership aimed at bolstering conservation efforts and land usage in the region. 

So fittingly the Marataba Conservation Camps put conservation at the heart of the tourism 
offering at both the riverside Founders Camp – exclusive use, sleeping up to 10 in four 
spacious suites – and the more relaxed Explorers Camp, with six luxury tents pitched amid 
spacious lawns and a large pool overlooking the waterhole. 

While game drives and bush walks are part of the offering – with the chance to see all of the 
Big Five – your time at Marataba is best spent delving into the unique conservation-focused 
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1. Wildlife footprints, 
Mhondoro Safari 
Lodge & Villa.

2. Splendid view of the 
Waterberg Plateau at 
Marataba Explorers 
Camp.

3. Open grassy plains 
and dramatic 
inselbergs of granite 
– Nkomazi Private 
Game Reserve.

4. Close-up encounters 
with the wildlife at 
Waterhole Hide, 
Mhondoro Safari 
Lodge & Villa. 

5. Memorable 
game drives and 
sundowners in the 
bush experiences, 
Mhondoro Safari 
Lodge & Villa. 

6. Mhondoro lodge 
with new décor 
and private plunge 
pools added to a 
number of suites.

7. Mhondoro’s 
contemporary 
décor – lighter 
colour palette, 
organic textures 
and designer 
touches.

8. Mhondoro’s 
striking outdoors, 
a five-star safari 
destination.

9-12. For first-time 
safari travellers, 
Nkomazi offers 
a blissful bush 
escape.

6

A five-star safari 
destination with 

a fresh new 
look and feel; a 
contemporary 

approach to the 
décor that’s a 

welcome. 
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Air Seychelles offers three weekly flights to Johannesburg 
www.airseychelles.com
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activities on offer. Here you can assist the guides and field 
rangers in monitoring the resident cheetahs, check the 
camera traps for wildlife activity, take children on a ‘snare 
patrol’ to teach them the impact of poaching, or conduct 
a vegetation census to track elephant impact on the 
landscape. 

At Marataba it’s about so much more than simply spotting 
the wildlife, it’s about understanding how the ecosystem 
fits together and, crucially, what role tourism has to play 
in keeping these lands under conservation. And after a 
busy day doing your bit for conservation, there is the peace 
of the lodge to return to, with views over the ancient 
Waterberg plateau to soak up.

At Nkomazi Private Game Reserve it seems there’s 
barely a quiet moment. Here, on the border of eSwatini 
(formerly known as Swaziland) three hours’ drive east 
of Johannesburg, the shrill shriek of cicadas is only 
interspersed by the incessant triple-call of the red-chested 
cuckoo. Underneath the lively forest chorus is the ever-
present rumble of the Komati River, racing eastwards to 
reach the sea at Maputo in neighbouring Mozambique. 

What was once degraded farmland has, over the past 
decade, been slowly transformed into a 14,900-hectare 
private nature reserve where open grassy plains are 
punctured by dramatic inselbergs of granite and the 
hills are fringed with lush forest. In the rocky koppies 
klipspringer keep a wary eye out for elusive leopard, while 
the reserve’s herd of elephant munch their way happily 
through the stands of fragrant lantana. Game drives and 
bush walks are standard fare here, but you can also cast 
a line in the Komati River, or simply soak up the bushveld 
views from your private pool deck.

Nkomazi changed hands recently, bringing with it a flush of 
new investment that has seen the tented lodge and under-
canvas suites completely overhauled. Four new suites have 
been added, including new honeymoon suites and a hilltop 
family suite that delivers contemporary safari style with 
glorious views. If you’re travelling with kids, or two couples 
together, suite 14 is your go-to. 

But in truth they’re all charming, with canvas roofs, air-
conditioning to keep the heat at bay, and wide private 
decks where plunge pools and sun loungers entice you to 
while away the hours between game drives. Keep the noise 
down and you may even have a herd of shy nyala grazing 
around your suite, promising game viewing from the 
comfort of the plunge pool. The main lodge area is equally 
enticing, with a contemporary bar and lounge spilling out 
onto a wide deck overlooking the river. A few steps away 
the new boma promises al fresco fireside dining when the 
weather’s clear, while the on-site spa offers a compact 
range of facial and body treatments.

You won’t find all of the Big Five here, but for first-time 
safari travellers, or those looking for a laid-back wilderness 
break on a budget, Nkomazi offers a blissful bush escape. 

If you’re making travel plans for 2021, be sure to set aside 
some time to go wild. 
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